
TRAINING ACADEMY



LIFEFLIGHT TRAINING ACADEMY
The LifeFlight Training Academy is located within a state-of-the-art, purpose-built 
training facility situated in the heart of the Brisbane International Airport precinct 
on Australia’s east coast.

The Academy is 15 minutes by car from Brisbane’s central business and entertainment districts and within a 
short drive from some of south-east Queensland’s breathtaking beaches and nature reserves.

The easily accessible airport precinct offers accommodation, dining and shopping options for the aviation 
professional, with further options available within downtown Brisbane.

TRAINING ACADEMY FEATURES
• Fully equipped training rooms 
• Dedicated class rooms 
• Thales AW139 high fidelity full flight simulator
• 20m indoor pool for all water-based training
• Student break out areas 
• Student amenities including a large lunch room 
• Coffee/food providers
• Wifi internet
• Onsite parking
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THALES
Delivering mission readiness for over 50 years.

Thales is a global technology leader in the aerospace, 
transportation and defence and security markets. With its 25,000 
engineers and researchers, Thales has the unique capability to 
design, develop and deploy solutions that meet the most complex 
safety and security requirements. Thales has an exceptional 
international footprint, with operations around the world working 
with customers and local partners.

A global pioneer in simulation technology, Thales delivers the 
most advanced synthetic training solutions of the highest fidelity 
in the most realistic environments, ensuring mission readiness and 
effectiveness are paramount, leading the way in both military and 
civil training applications.

At the forefront of innovation is the Thales LifeFlight Simulation 
Centre. The new state-of-the-art facility utilises the Thales Reality H 
AW139 civil helicopter simulator to support the delivery of world 
class high fidelity full flight simulation training provided by LifeFlight 
and tailored specifically to AW139 air crew requirements.

The Thales Reality H AW139 civil helicopter simulator is a state-of-
the-art Full Flight Simulator designed to deliver advanced mission-
oriented, high fidelity training for AW139 helicopter crews.

Reality H is the most advanced civil helicopter simulator on the 
market today. It features a powerful image generation system with 
a large field of view, full instructor control, high accuracy, unique 
Hexaline™ motion three- axis vibration system, and highly realistic 
pilot controls to provide the most immersive experience for trainees.

The simulator has achieved certification to European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) Level D through the Certification Specifications 
for Helicopter Flight Simulation Training Devices (CS-FSTD[H]). 
This certification is the highest level of accreditation in Full Flight 
Simulator fidelity and has also been qualified by the Australian Civil 
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) for Level D compliance.

The Thales LifeFlight partnership brings together over 70 years 
of unparalleled expertise and experience in the provision of 
civil helicopter training solutions. Our partnership is an exciting 
opportunity for innovation in the development of superior tailor-
made training solutions.
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THALES LIFEFLIGHT SIMULATION CENTRE
Thales and LifeFlight have partnered to provide an accessible, cost-effective 
option for AW139 flight simulation training, allowing customers to maintain 
sustainable helicopter operations.

Located within the LifeFlight Training Academy, 
the Thales LifeFlight Simulation Centre provides a 
customer-focused environment for flight simulation 
training.

The dedicated facility features the first Thales-built 
Reality H AW139 Level D full flight simulator and sets 
the safety and training standard in innovative AW139 
aircrew training.

Specifically designed for oil and gas, search and 
rescue, and emergency services helicopter operators, 
the simulator provides outstanding realism for mission 
training.

Compliant to Level D according to JAA/EASA 
regulation requirements, the Reality H AW139 Level 
D full flight simulator enables pilots to maintain their 
qualification required by regulatory authorities, with 
features including: 
• FFS Level D certification
• Hexaline electric motion system
• 235° by 80° visual display
• ThalesView Image Generator
• RORO for additional cockpits
• High reliability

Training options include:
• Pilot Conversion to Type/Class
• Pilot Recurrent
• Instrument Flight Training (Initial and Recurrent)
• Night Vision Imaging System Training
• Night VFR refresher or initial training
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TRAINING SOLUTIONS
The LifeFlight Training Academy provides integrated training solutions for pilots, 
aircrew, doctors and paramedics in simulated scenarios.

The Academy offers an assessment of the client’s training needs and will develop tailor-made solutions across 
a range of mission profiles:
• Aeromedical
• Emergency Services
• Search and Rescue
• Resources: mining, oil and gas

The following courses are also available through the LifeFlight Registered Training Organisation (RTO) and can 
be combined with AW139 training: 
• Helicopter Underwater Escape Training (HUET)
• Emergency Breathing System (EBS)
• Crew Resource Management (CRM)
• First Aid, Advanced Resuscitation and Provide CPR
• Certificate IV, III In Aircrewman including CAO 29.11
• Type Ratings – B412, BK117, AS350, B230, B206
• Night Vision Imaging Systems (NVIS) – Pilot/Aircrewman/Instructor
• Instrument Rating
• Flight Reviews
• Helicopter low level – Sling Operations, Winching and Rappelling
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LOCATION
Also known as “The River City”, Brisbane is the capital of Queensland, Australia’s 
second largest – and third most populous – state.

Nestled on breathtaking Moreton Bay, Brisbane 
boasts internationally acclaimed dining and 
shopping venues,  inspired arts and entertainment 
precincts, and convenient access to world-renowned 
beaches, sub-tropical rainforests and unique 
Australian outback experiences.

Brisbane is home to 2.5 million people, making it 
Australia’s third largest city behind Sydney and 
Melbourne. The city is conveniently  accessed 
from across Australia, Asia and North America west 
coast with high volumes of direct domestic and 
international flights daily.

Year-round sport and entertainment culminates in 
the Brisbane Festival, a cultural event held each 
September to coincide with the start of spring in 
south-east Queensland. This uniquely Australian 
celebration is one not to be missed!

The LifeFlight Training Academy is only a 50-minute 
drive south to the Gold Coast and a similar distance 
north to the Sunshine Coast – both of these world-
renowned resort areas boasting some of Australia’s 
finest surfing beaches.

In fact, pristine coastline and undisturbed beaches 
stretch for hundreds of kilometres along the 
Queensland coast; while opportunities to experience 
the rich culture of the original Australians or meet 
some of the country’s unique native animals are 
easily accessible.

Advice on what to do and see in and around 
Brisbane can be provided through the LifeFlight 
Training Academy as part of your customer 
experience.
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LIFEFLIGHT TRAINING ACADEMY
ADDRESS  20 Boronia Road, Brisbane Airport
POSTAL ADDRESS  PO Box 15166, City East QLD 4002
PHONE  +61 7 5656 9500
EMAIL  trainingenquiries@lifef light.org.au

WWW.LIFEFLIGHT.ORG.AU


